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Abstract 

Wikberg, J. 2006. Water relations in Salix with focus on drought responses. Doctoral thesis. 
Silvestria 48 ISSN 1652-6880, ISBN 91-576-7097-8  
 
Leaves transpire large amounts of water through pores, stomata on their surfaces, which are 
held open to allow CO2 entry for photosynthesis. This loss must be balanced by water 
uptake in roots and further transport up the hydraulic pathway. In this thesis, water relations 
of willows (Salix spp.) were studied. Willows are used, increasingly, for biomass 
production on arable land where water supply limitation is more pronounced than in their 
native environments. Hopefully, by identifying physiological traits critical for efficient 
water use and high drought resistance, and by evaluating how these traits interact with traits 
of rapid growth, knowledge is gained that can assist breeders in improving willows for 
commercial use.  
 
Clones of contrasting ecological and geographical origins were characterised in different 
watering regimes. This included analysis of hydraulic conductances of roots and shoots, 
stomatal conductance, photosynthesis, water use efficiency of growth (WUE), resistance to 
drought-induced leaf wilting and xylem cavitation. The lattermost trait was assessed in 
relation to xylem anatomy and ultrasonic acoustic emissions arising from cavitations. 
 
The drought resistance of clones varied. It was positively related to the resistance of the 
xylem to cavitation, negatively related to maximal stomatal conductance and positively 
related to early stomatal closure, and negatively related to maximal growth rate. The 
resistance to xylem cavitation was positively related to wood density. The ability to 
acclimate to persistent, moderate drought also varied across clones. Generally, clones 
showed increases in WUE, whole-plant hydraulic conductance, root to shoot hydraulic 
conductance ratio, but decreases in stomatal conductance, osmotic potential, leaf area to 
leaf weight ratio, and leaf area to vessel internal cross-sectional area ratio. Drought 
acclimation with respect to resistance to xylem cavitation was only observed in one clone. 
In conclusion, water use and growth traits varied across clones and were in many cases 
inter-linked by trade-offs. Several of the critical traits could be assessed using rapid 
screening techniques. 
 
Keywords: cavitation, drought resistance, hydraulic conductance, stomatal conductance, 
trade-off, ultrasonic acoustic emission, water use efficiency, willow 
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1 Introduction 

Water is the most abundant molecule on earth but its availability is 
nevertheless a limiting factor for global primary production (Lange 
et al. 1982). Approximately 50-60% of the yearly precipitation on 
land is recycled by plants (Chanine 1992). Less than 1% of the 
amount taken up by plants is retained in the biomass. The rest is lost 
to the atmosphere by transpiration through the stomata, the pores on 
leaf surfaces. Transpiration together with the less important 
evaporation from the bare ground makes up the evapotranspiration. 
Globally, the annual evapotranspiration shows a maximum in the 
tropical regions and decreases with increasing latitude together with 
the annual light dose and the average temperature (Köppen 1923). 
These climatic patterns create patterns in vegetation (Griesbach 
1872). Generally, forests are the dominating vegetation type but are 
replaced by grass land in cold and arid regions. 
 
Processes of photosynthesis and mineral uptake are intimately linked 
to transpiration. The opening of stomata will allow capture of CO2 
that is essential for photosynthesis and transpiration drives the 
transport of water through the plant that mediates transport of 
minerals from the soil. The loss of water through stomata is a purely 
physical event driven by the much higher concentration of water 
vapour within the leaf than outside. For CO2, the corresponding 
concentration gradient is much smaller and this molecule is also 
somewhat larger and therefore moves somewhat more slowly. Taken 
together, as one mol of CO2 moves into the leaf approximately 200 
mol of H2O concomitantly move out of the leaf, thus explaining the 
much greater rate of transpiration than photosynthesis (Fig 1). 
[Because a significant part of the CO2 incorporated in carbohydrates 
will later on be lost by respiration, the overall balance of rates is 
even less favourable]. Leaves can control the rate of transpiration by 
regulating the aperture of stomata. By decreasing the aperture, 
dehydration is prevented, but the rate of photosynthesis is 
concomitantly reduced (Sperry 2000).  

 
Figure 1. The diffusion of CO2 into 
leaves through stomata supports 
photosynthesis but is associated with 
diffusion of H2O out of leaves. The 
much smaller concentration difference 
across the stomatal pore for CO2 than 
H2O and the somewhat larger molecular 
size of CO2 than H2O, has the effect that 
the rate of CO2 diffusion into leaves is 
much smaller than the rate of diffusion 
of H2O out of leaves. The photograph is 
modified from Troughton and 
Donaldsson (1972). 
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For stomata to remain open and photosynthesis to continue, the 
water lost through transpiration must be replaced by water taken up 
and transported along the hydraulic pathway (Fig 2). A well-
supported theory, the cohesion-tension theory, first formulated by 
Dixon (1914), underlies our current knowledge of water transport in 
plants. The theory states that sap flow is driven by tension, negative 
pressure, created by transpiration of leaves. The tension propagates 
along the continuous water column connecting leaves via petioles 
and stems to roots and thereby pulls water up the plant. The water 
column is contained in a series of conduits, inter-connected via pores 
in their walls. The theory also states that the water column can 
sustain tension without breaking due to the strong mutual bonding of 
water molecules, which is created by the hydrogen bond between 
dipoles, cohesion, and similar bonding, adhesion, between water 
molecules and polar groups on the cellulose molecules lining the 
conduit walls. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. According to the Cohesion-Tension theory, water is transported as a continuous 
column through the plant driven by the negative pressure created by transpiration in leaves. 
This is possible since water is contained in inter-linked conduits. 
  
Adhesion forces are also involved in the build up of the tension 
driving sap flow. The walls of the mesophyll cells of leaves, i.e. the 
photosynthetic cells, contain numerous fine capillaries filled with 
water due to adhesion. As water vapour moves from the internal air 
spaces of the leaf to the atmosphere through the stomata, water 
evaporates from the cell wall capillaries facing these spaces. The 
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adhesion force, also called capillary force, strives to refill the 
capillaries, thereby creating a tension that propagates through the 
capillary network extending into cell walls and connecting 
mesophyll cells with the nearby conduits of the hydraulic pathway.  
 
However, the continuous water column can break, cavitate, if tension 
exceeds a critical value (Tyree and Sperry 1989a, Hacke et al. 
2001a). Typically, cavitation is triggered by small air bubbles being 
sucked into conduits through the inter-conduit pores (Tyree and 
Sperry 1989a); when water under tension comes into contact with 
these air bubbles this can trigger spontaneous vaporization and the 
tension is thereby lost; the conduit is subsequently filled with air, it 
suffers embolism, and can no longer participate in transport (Tyree 
and Sperry 1989a). The critical tension initiating cavitation is 
typically approached when the rate of transpiration exceeds the rate 
of water uptake/transport during periods of drought. 
 
In the papers of this thesis, the physiology of water use of willows 
(Salix spp.) was studied. Willows are used, increasingly, on short 
rotation for their potential to produce biomass for fuel use 
(Christersson et al. 1993). The maximal production, however, is 
rarely reached, partly because of water supply limitations (Larsson 
1998, Lindroth and Båth 1999, Weih 2001, Weih and Nordh 2002). 
This can be related to willows’ high transpiration rates (Persson and 
Lindroth 1994) and probably also to their high drought sensitivity 
related to their high vulnerability to cavitation (Pockman and Sperry 
2000). However, the interplay of physiological traits controlling 
growth and survival under limiting and ample water supply are only 
partly understood. Furthering of our knowledge should help to 
design breeding strategies for improving willows’ water use and 
drought resistance. Holistic studies encompassing the whole range of 
traits are needed because many traits are expected to be linked by 
trade-off relationships where improvement of one trait alone will 
detrimentally affect another. For instance, reducing the aperture or 
the number of stomata will increase the drought resistance, but at the 
expense of reduced photosynthesis. Whenever trade-off relationships 
exist, the breeding effort must be directed towards optimising rather 
than maximising traits. Equally important is the question whether the 
range of clonal variation displayed by willows is large enough to be 
exploited for breeding purposes. Also, willows are worth studies for 
themselves: they represent the pioneers, the ecologically important 
group that first occupies disturbed, resource-rich environments 
(Kuzovkina and Quigley 2005) and therefore represent a reference 
for comparative studies of woody plants. 
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Word list 

Stomata 

 

Conduit 

gst

WUE 

A 

A/gst

δ13C 

Pore in the outer cell layer of the leaf 
allowing entry of CO2 for photosynthesis 
 
Water conducting cell or series of cells 

Stomatal conductance 

Water Use Efficiency 

Net assimilation (photosynthesis) rate 

Intrinsic WUE 

Measure of intrinsic WUE based on 

carbon discrimination  

 
Hydraulic architecture  
Huber ratio Conduit cross sectional per unit of leaf 

area 
Hydraulic conductance   
KS 
 
KR 
 
KP

Hydraulic conductance of shoots per unit 
of supported leaf area 
Hydraulic conductance of roots per unit 
of supported leaf area 
Hydraulic conductance of  the whole 
plant per unit of supported leaf area 
 

Methodological techniques  
HPFM 
UAE 

High Pressure Flow Meter  
Ultra Acoustic Emission  
 

Growth parameters  
LAR 
SLA 
 
LWR 

Leaf area per unit of plant dry weight 
Specific Leaf Area, leaf area per unit of 
leaf dry weight 
Leaf weight ratio, reciprocal of SLA 
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1.1 Willows as a model system  
In nature, willow species are preferentially found on sites where the 
availability of water is high, for example along ditches and 
watercourses. They display a large variation in morphology ranging 
from herblike bushes to tall trees (Fig 3). The dominance of a given 
species in a given environment should reflect the superior ability of 
this species to utilize the resources in this environment in 
competition with other species. If willows are dominating on 
humid/wet sites they might be expected to use water in a prodigal 
way, thereby out competing competitors. In reality, however, 
willows use water more efficiently for growth than most other trees 
species, as indicated by them having high values of the water use 
efficiency, WUE, i.e. the ratio between the gain of (above ground) 
biomass and the total loss of water by transpiration (Lindroth and 
Cienciala 1996, paper II). At first sight their efficient water use 
seems to contradict their high rates of transpiration (Persson and 
Lindroth 1994) but is consistent with their high rates of 
photosynthesis supporting growth (Ögren and Sjöström 1990, 
Cienciala and Lindroth 1995). The actual WUE should depend on 
the relation between the rate of photosynthesis and the rate of 
transpiration. Willows’ high rates of photosynthesis suggest that they 
can effectively exploit resources of importance for photosynthesis, 
particularly light and nitrogen besides water, which should be 
prevalent in their native and disturbed environments. Nevertheless, 
their high rates of photosynthesis and high rates of growth have the 
effect that they consume large amounts of water. In fact, water 
consumption can exceed what is supplied by precipitation outside 
the watercourses even in the relatively cool and humid climate of 
northern Europe (Lindroth and Båth 1999). This can be problematic 
when growing willows on arable land for commercial purposes. 
Willows have been grown for biomass production on arable land for 
over 20 years in Sweden (Christersson et al. 1993) and are now 
being introduced in other European countries, spurred by policies to 
increase the production of renewable fuels (Hall and House 1994, 
Tuskan and Walsh 2001). Expanding willow plantations into warmer 
and drier climates can be expected to exacerbate the problems of 
water shortage. Furthering our knowledge of the physiology of water 
use should help breeders to create new cultivars better adapted to 
this new situation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Examples of the morphological variation in the willow genus with sizes ranging 
from dwarf shrubs to trees. S. viminalis is the species most commonly used for biomass 
production. Photographs taken by Mary Ellen Hart (S. reticulata), Jenny Wikberg (S. 
viminalis) and Brian Lockhart (S. nigra). 
 
Willows are sensitive to drought (paper I), due to their preferential 
occurrence in humid/wet environments. Theoretically, their high 
sensitivity to drought might reflect an inadequate capacity of the 
hydraulic pathway to supply water to balance the high rates of 
transpiration. However, the willows’ capacity for hydraulic transport 
seems adequate to meet the demands by transpiration as long as the 
capacity is not reduced by air entering conduits causing cavitation 
and embolism (paper II). However, this condition arises remarkably 
early as drought progresses (paper I, II). Further support for 
cavitation playing a key role for willows comes from comparative 
studies of clones. In other words, the higher the resistance to 
cavitation of the plants, the more severe level of drought the plants 
can sustain without wilting (paper I). Evidently, cavitation of the 
hydraulic system deserves closer studies which led to paper III. 
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2 Objectives 

In nature willows seem to be among the most sensitive of woody 
plants to drought (Pockman and Sperry 2000). To facilitate breeding 
for improved water use and drought resistance, a number of 
questions should be addressed: (1) What physiological traits 
contribute to efficient water use and high drought resistance and how 
do they interact with traits of rapid growth? (2) What is the range of 
clonal variation in critical traits setting the potential for breeding? 
(3) Can diagnostic tools be developed for the identification of critical 
traits that could serve as selection tools in breeding programs? 
 
Paper I examines the variation in drought resistance and growth 
traits across willow clones and the interaction of traits. Several traits 
conferring drought resistance are assessed, most important of which 
are: (1) the ability of the hydraulic pathway to supply water to 
leaves, separating the pathway into roots and shoots; (2) the ability 
of the hydraulic pathway to resist cavitation during drought; and (3) 
the ability of stomata to regulate transpiration during drought. 
Differences found in these traits are then related to differences in 
traits conferring rapid growth during non-limiting water supply in 
order to identify possible trade-off relationships. 
 
Paper II examines the clonal variation in the efficiency of using 
water for growth under both limiting and non-limiting water supply. 
Also, it examines the clonal differences in drought resistance traits 
when drought develops gradually and is less severe, as opposed to 
the situation in Paper I where drought is harsher. During gradual 
imposition of moderate levels of drought, acclimation of traits are 
likely to occur, but to a varying degree depending on the particular 
trait. Similar to Paper I, relations between traits of drought resistance 
and growth are sought. 
   
Paper III deals with one particular trait of drought resistance, 
namely the ability of the hydraulic pathway to resist cavitation, 
identified as a key trait in Papers I and II. It was therefore of 
particular interest to develop a screening tool for this trait. The 
technique of monitoring acoustic emissions associated with 
cavitation events is tested here. Various technicalities are 
investigated such as the monitoring distance in wood in terms of 
number of centimetres and number of conduits. Functional 
knowledge is also sought, addressing two important questions: (i) 
Are there differences in cavitation resistance between different 
organs? (ii) Are there differences between clones and can such 
differences be related to differences in their wood anatomy? 
 
 



3 Background and Current Research 

3.1 Overview of wood anatomy 
The stem of a woody plant comprises several different cell/tissue 
layers (Fig. 4), from the periphery and inwards: the protective outer 
bark; the inner bark with the phloem responsible for sugar transport 
from leaves to roots; the vascular cambium responsible for growth of 
new phloem outwards and new xylem inwards; and the mature 
xylem responsible for water transport. Transport occurs in conduits, 
comprising separate cell elements, inter-connected by pores in their 
walls and/or series of cell elements forming vessels; all water-
conducting cell elements die after completion of secondary cell wall 
growth and are then filled with water.  Zwieniecki et al. (2001) 
suggested that the interconnecting pores have a variable diameter, 
since pectin is present in the pores and acts as a hydrogel in response 
to variable ion concentration in the transported water. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The general anatomy of the wood. 
 
The xylem also contains fibres (supportive, dead cells) and xylem 
ray cells (undifferentiated, living cells).  The length and widths of 
conduits varies among species, partly reflecting differences in their 
habitats (Comstock and Sperry 2000). Generally, the hydraulic 
system should be constructed for the lowest possible transport 
resistance while minimizing the costs of construction (West et al. 
1999) and maintenance against cavitation. Thus, compromises are 
required. Longer and wider conduits impose lower resistance to 
transport than short and narrow ones but are typically more prone to 
undergo cavitation and therefore less durable; the detrimental effect 
of a single event of cavitation is also greater for a large than a small 
conduit as a larger part of the hydraulic system is affected when a 
large conduit cavitates (Zimmerman 1983, Comstock and Sperry 
2000).  
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3.2 Role of stomata 
By controlling the stomatal aperture, the plant balances in the short 
term the rate of transpiration with the rate of hydraulic supply 
(Franks 2004), thereby preventing water-stress induced injuries to 
xylem and leaves. How stomata sense water status is largely 
unknown but presumably phytohormone signalling is involved 
(Jackson et al. 2000) as judged from correlative observations that 
stomatal closure coincides with the accumulation of the abscisic 
acid, ABA, at stomata (Tardieu et al.1992). The increased amount of 
ABA presumably reflects net transport along the hydraulic pathway 
from roots where ABA production is enhanced during drought (Luan 
2002). However, the mechanistic role of ABA in stomatal regulation 
is not completely known (Luan 2002). Possibly, the molecular 
techniques now available can help to unravel this mechanism. 
 
The promptness by which stomata close with impending water stress 
varies considerably among species depending on the sensitivity of 
their tissues to water stress (Sperry 2000) reflecting, for instance, 
differences in their anatomy (Asamaa et al. 2001, Brodribb et al. 
2003) and for living cells, differences in their content of osmotically 
active solutes and osmolytes (Augé 1998, Uemura et al. 2004, 
Brodribb and Holbrook 2004, paper II).  Also, the maximal 
conductance of stomata varies, reflecting differences in their sizes 
and numbers (Aasamaa et al. 2001). Thus, a tighter stomatal control 
of transpiration reduces the risk of water stress inflicting injuries to 
plants. It also increases the efficiency by which water is used for 
photosynthesis and growth (Farquhar 1989, Weih 2001, Li et al. 
2000, paper II). However, the actual rate of photosynthesis and the 
actual amount of biomass produced is reduced by a reduced stomatal 
conductance. 
 
The atmospheric CO2 concentration steadily increases due to our use 
of fossil fuels and our conversion of forests into arable and rural land 
(Shiklomanov et al. 2000). Although this is expected to have mainly 
negative effects on primary production through climatic change, the 
elevated CO2 concentration as such, will improve the water economy 
of plants: due to the increased gradient in CO2 concentration across 
stomata, stomatal conductance can be reduced without impeding 
photosynthesis, thereby reducing water losses and improving water 
economy, an effect also demonstrated for willows in elevated CO2 
experiments (Johnson et al. 2002). 
 

 

 

 



3.3 Stem hydraulics 
The transpiration in leaves creates a negative pressure (suction) in 
the leaf end of the hydraulic system that propagates down the system 
to roots (Dixon 1914). This transport which was driven by suction 
was first demonstrated by Hales (1727) in the experiment depicted in 
Fig. 5. More recently, pressure probes small enough to be inserted 
into individual conduits have confirmed the high negative pressure 
within conduits (Wei et al. 1999a, Wei et al .1999b). Already in the 
1500s, da Vinci formulated what appears to be the first model 
describing the architecture of the hydraulic pathway (McCulloh and 
Sperry 2005). He suggested that the cross-sectional area of branches 
is preserved at intersections from roots to leaves, thereby assuring 
that adequate water is supplied to all the leaves of the crown. The 
modern approach to da Vincis’ rule is the pipe model, modified to 
account for the fact that transport occurs in conduits that are inter-
connected by pores in their walls, thereby also allowing lateral 
transport (Shinozaki et al. 1964). The importance of the hydraulic 
pathway is convincingly demonstrated by the existence of a positive 
and universal correlation between the photosynthetic capacity of 
leaves and the hydraulic conductance of the wood supporting leaves 
– a correlation that is obeyed by both angiosperms and gymnosperms 
(Brodribb and Field 2000, Aasamaa and Sõber 2001). Thus, the 
higher the hydraulic conductance, the higher the stomatal 
conductance can be maintained without risk for dehydration and the 
higher the capacity for photosynthesis (Lo Gullo and Salleo 1988). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Hales (1727) 
first demonstrated that 
water transport of plants 
is driven by suction 
(negative pressure): a 
bucket of water was 
emptied when connected 
to roots and branches of a 
tree. 
 

The supportive role of the hydraulic pathway for photosynthesis is 
also demonstrated by analysing the so-called Huber ratio, i.e. the 
ratio of the total cross sectional area of conduits and the total leaf 
area supported (Huber 1928).  These analysis have revealed a 
somewhat higher Huber ratio for the leader shoots than the rest of 
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the crown because the leader shoots are more exposed to light and 
low humidity than the interior shoots (Huber 1928). The method, 
however, can only provide qualitative data as it ignores the strong 
dependence of the transport rate on the conduit width: a twofold 
increase in conduit width will increase transport fourfold per unit of 
conduit internal cross-sectional area (Zimmerman and Brown 1971). 
One useful approach for assessing the hydraulic capacity is by 
relating the actual rate of water transport per unit of pressure 
difference to the total leaf area supported in order to obtain the so-
called leaf-specific conductance, K (Zimmerman 1978). In papers I 
and II, this was assessed for whole plants, KP, as well as for roots, 
KR, and shoots, KS, separately. With the invention of the HPFM 
(high pressure flow meter), this can be relatively easily determined 
(Tyree et al. 1995). 
 
3.4 Root hydraulics 
The hydraulic system of the plant can be separated into a root 
component and a shoot component (paper I, II). Generally, the root 
component accounts for 20 to 90% of the total resistance (reciprocal 
of conductance) of the plant (Tsuda and Tyree 1997 and references 
therein). This variability largely reflects differences in the proportion 
of roots, their anatomy and the depths at which they grow (Steudle 
2001, Rice et al. 2004). The resistance to water transport in roots is 
initially relatively high as water has to pass a complex anatomical 
structure before reaching the conduits of the xylem (French and 
Steudle 1989, Steudle and Peterson 1998 and references therein). 
This structure comprises from outside to inside the epidermis, the 
exodermis, the central cortex, the endodermis and the pericycle 
parenchyma, before reaching the conduits of the xylem (Fig. 6). A 
“composite transport model” is required to describe the lateral water 
transport into roots because it comprises three different pathways: (i) 
the apoplastic pathway exterior of cells, i.e. exterior of cell 
membranes, (ii) the symplastic pathway where water enters the 
living intracellular continuum at one place by the crossing of the cell 
membrane and from there on through plasmodesmata connecting 
cells, and (iii) the transcellular pathway where cell membranes are 
crossed at several places (Steudle and Peterson 1998). The rate of 
transport along the latter two pathways is partly controlled by the 
osmotic properties of the living cells, whereas the apoplastic 
pathway is solely controlled by the hydraulic properties, i.e. the 
resistance and the pressure gradient exterior to cell membranes 
(Steudle and Peterson 1998). With a newly developed pressure-
perfusion technique for measuring hydraulic and osmotic properties 
of roots it has been shown that the apoplastic pathway is the 
predominant one (Ranathunge et al. 2003). The relative importance 
of symplastic and transcellular pathways, however, can presumably 
vary because of variation in the number and activity of water 



channels, i.e. aquaporins, which facilitate diffusion across cell 
membranes; aquaporins may play a particularly important role 
during periods of water stress (Vandeleur et al. 2005, Luu and 
Maurel 2005). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. The three pathways for water flow across the outer part of the root before 
reaching the conduits: i) the apoplastic pathway in cell walls exterior to cells ii) the 
symplastic pathway where water enters the living intracellular continuum at one place by 
crossing the cell membrane and passes from cell to cell through plasmodesmata, i.e. minute 
cytoplasmic threads connecting cells, and iii) the transcellular pathway where water cross 
cell membranes several times. The various structures passed during water flow are 
indicated. 
 
The importance of roots for plant water relations increases with the 
onset of drought for several reasons. First, root growth is typically 
favoured over leaf growth early on during drought, thus growth of 
the organ exploiting the most limiting resource is favoured (Hsiao et 
al. 2000). Second, under more severe conditions of drought, root 
layers may shrink or lateral roots may die from dehydration causing 
deteriorated contact with soil particles holding water, thus increasing 
the resistance of hydraulic water transport from soil to roots (Ginter-
Whitenhous et al. 1983, Lo Gullo et al. 1998). Third, roots seem to 
be particularly prone to suffer cavitation of conduits. In many 
species, including poplar (Hacke and Sauter 1996, but see Hukin et 
al. 2005) and willows (paper III), roots are more vulnerable to xylem 
cavitation than shoots. 
 

3.5 Cavitation and embolism 
Drought imposes restrictions on water uptake by decreasing water 
availability and by reducing root-to-soil contact (Lo Gullo et al. 
1998). The increased mismatch of rates of water uptake/transport 
and transpiration increases the tension of the xylem sap, increasing 
the risk of air entering conduits, triggering xylem cavitation and 
finally leading to air filling, embolism (Tyree and Sperry 1989a). 
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Such embolism of conduits during the day may be repaired by water 
refilling during the night, a process believed to be driven by 
pressurisation of conduits by osmosis (Salleo et al. 1996, Tyree et al. 
1999). For herbs/grasses, this pressurisation may arise in the xylem 
of the root, so-called root pressure, causing an upwards flow of 
water purging the system (Milburn and McLaughlin 1974, Tyree et 
al. 1986). For woody plants, the pressurisation presumably occurs 
locally in the conduits affected: water is drawn into the embolized 
conduit after osmolytes (solutes) have been introduced into the 
embolized conduits from the surrounding living cells (Grace 1993); 
a prerequisite for this putative mechanism to be operative is the 
decoupling of the embolized conduits from the rest of the hydraulic 
system during the refilling phase (Zwieniecki and Holbrook 2000, 
and references therein). Evidence for refilling comes from 
measurements of positive pressures (Salleo et al. 1996, Hacke and 
Sperry 2003), and from observations using magnetic resonance 
imaging techniques (Holbrook et al. 2001) and rapid freezing 
techniques (Facette et al. 2001), although the reliability of the latter 
technique has been questioned (Cochard et al. 2000). Also, there is 
an ongoing discussion as to what extent the hydraulic capacity 
reflects the dynamic cycling of conduits between states of embolism 
and refilling (Meinzer et al. 2001). However, there seems to be an 
upper limit to the number of such cycles an individual conduit can 
undergo before mechanical fatigue locks the conduit in a permanent 
state of embolism (Hacke et al. 2001b) 
 
Water is too strongly bound to the hydrophilic walls of the conduits 
for cavitation to start at the water-to-wall interface (Tyree and 
Sperry 1989a). Instead, cavitation presumably starts at the water-to-
air interfaces in pores in conduit walls by the drawing of air into the 
conduits; the pressure difference required for this to happen varies 
between 1 to 10 MPa depending on the size of the pore; the smaller 
it is, the tighter the water is held in it and consequently the higher the 
pressure difference required for the air to enter (Sperry et al. 1996) 
(Fig 7).  
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Figure 7. Pores in the conduit 
walls allow water to pass 
between conduits. However, an 
air bubble can be drawn from an 
air-filled conduit into a water-
filled one and thereby seed 
cavitation occurs (Zimmerman 
1983). Pores are formed by a 
relatively fragile structure of 
cellulose microfibrills that can be 



relatively easily deformed, increasing the risk of air entry. 
 
 
The size of the pore not only depends on its dimension in the relaxed 
state, but also on its ability to resist deformation when conduit walls 
start to bend inwards as tension of the xylem sap is increased (Hacke 
et al. 2001a). A whole range of anatomical factors contribute to 
increasing the mechanical strength of conduits and thereby help to 
avoid such deformation (Hacke et al. 2001a). However, the 
introduction of an air bubble into the water under high tension will 
cause spontaneous vaporization, subsequently leading to air-filling, 
embolism. With the cavitation of one conduit, the risk for another is 
increased as the overall conductance is reduced, thereby increasing 
the tension in the remaining conduits. This may start an escalating 
process called run-away cavitation, if not prevented by stomatal 
closure reducing tension (Zimmerman 1983). The cavitation events 
can be counted by recording counts of ultra acoustic emissions, 
UAEs, associated with these events (Ritman and Milburn 1991). 
This technique allows detailed and effortless studies of cavitation 
events, but unfortunately data does not reveal what cells are 
cavitating, whether they are conduits, fibers or living cells (Tyree 
and Sperry 1989a). However, in vulnerable species such as willows 
there may be a separation in time with conduits starting to cavitate 
first (paper III). For accurate measurements, particularly for the 
more resistant species, the vulnerability to cavitation of the hydraulic 
system should be assessed by direct hydraulic measurements, 
relating hydraulic conductance to the negative pressure within 
conduits to obtain vulnerability curves (Sperry et al. 1988a). Such 
measurements have revealed very large differences in the sensitivity 
to xylem cavitation among species with willows being among the 
most sensitive (Fig. 8). 
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Figure 8. Vulnerability 
curves, expressed as 
percentage loss of hydraulic 
conductance versus the 
negative pressure of the 
conduit sap for different 
species. Data collected from 
Tyree and Sperry (1989a) for 
Abies sp. and Juniperus sp., 
Corcuera (2004) for Quercus 
sp., and paper I for Salix sp. 



4 Materials and Methods 

4.1 Plant material 
To account for as much as possible of the clonal variation in Salix 
spp., clones were selected for studies that had different geographical 
and ecological origins. Most of these clones are used commercially 
for biomass production; some of them have been used previously for 
basketry, but others have been bred more recently at Svalöf Weibull 
AB. One of the clones, however, was native. The clones were pure 
species or hybrids of the following species: S. schwerinii E.L. Wolf, 
S. viminalis L., S. dasyclados Wimm., S. burjatica Nas., S. purpurea 
L., S. repens L. and, S. aegyptiaca L. Willows frequently hybridize 
in nature and hybrids are therefore relatively easily to create. Several 
of these clones have been studied in the past for water use (Lindroth 
and Båth 1999, Weih and Nordh 2002) and for growth and frost 
resistance (Nordh 1994, Larsson et al. 1998, Lennartsson and Ögren 
2002). Names and putative geographical origins of clones are 
summarised in Fig. 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.  List of willow clones used representing pure species or crossings of species. 
Geographical distribution of the (parental) species is shown. 
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4.2 Conductance measurements 
The hydraulic conductance of roots and shoots in the absence of 
embolisms were measured using the High Pressure Flow Meter 
(HPFM, Dynamax, USA), a technique that has proved reliable in 
critical evaluations (Tyree et al. 1995). The technique is rapid but 
destructive: the plant part to be assessed is severed from the rest of 
the plant and water is perfused through the cut end; the rate of 
perfusion as a function of the applied pressure yields the 
conductivity; this divided by the leaf area supported, yields the leaf-
specific conductance. Potential errors of the technique are mainly 
related to the clogging of conduits by microbial growth and by 
wounding reactions, which can be minimised by adding 
acid/antimicrobial agents and by speeding up measurements (Sperry 
et al. 1988, Tyree et al. 1995). Perfusion occurs under pressure and 
therefore any pre-existing embolism is gradually removed. To 
minimise the need of removing embolisms by repeated/prolonged 
measurements, the plant to be assessed is re-hydrated if previously 
treated to drought and the plant part to be assessed is cut under 
water. By combining data from measurements of shoots and roots, 
the whole plant hydraulic conductance can be assessed. 
 
A common response to drought is closure of stomata.  A portable 
porometer (LCA-3; ADC BioScientific, UK) was used to assess the 
stomatal conductance (gst) and photosynthesis (A) of attached leaves. 
This instrument provides instantaneous results and is easily handled. 
Values were related to the actual level of water stress, assessed using 
parallel leaves bagged in aluminium foil to equilibrate their water 
status with that of the stem, thereby neutralising any stem-to leaf 
gradient in water status that introduces unnecessary variability in 
data. The water status (water potential) of a bagged leaf was 
measured using either a pressure bomb after detachment (SKPM 
1400, Skye Instruments Ltd., UK) or a psychrometer/microvoltmeter 
combination after cutting small disks from the leaf (HR-33T, C-52 
chambers, Wescor, USA). The latter technique had the advantage 
that it allows repeated measurements of the same leaf to obtain 
longer data series without need of harvesting a large number of 
leaves.  
 

4.3 Water Use Efficiency 
The water use efficiency (WUE) of growth was determined by 
dividing the amount of dry matter produced above ground by the 
amount of water concomitantly used (paper II). The water use 
efficiency is largely a function of the exchange of CO2 and H2O of 
leaves, the so-called intrinsic water use efficiency; in paper II this 
was assessed from A/gst, i.e. the rate of photosynthesis divided by 
stomatal conductance measured at one point in time. A/gst is thus an 
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instantaneous indicator of intrinsic water use efficiency. A longer 
term indicator is the degree of discrimination against 13C during 
photosynthesis, revealed by analysing the carbon isotope 
composition of leaf tissues (Farquhar et al. 1989, Panek 1996). Good 
agreement between water use efficiency of growth and the instrinsic 
indicator based on carbon isotope discrimination has been reported 
numerous times (Weih and Nordh 2002). Similarly good agreement 
with the indicator based on instantaneous gas exchange is reported in 
paper II. 
 

4.4 Drought treatment 
Plants were subjected to two types of drought treatment, one 
involving a complete withdrawal of watering finally leading to 
wilting (paper I) and another involving a restricted watering regime 
maintaining soil water content at a level imposing a relatively 
constant non-lethal limitation (paper II). In the former case, 
resistance to short-term, severe drought was studied, and in the latter 
case, the longer term, acclimatory responses to moderate drought 
were studied. The level of drought was assessed from the depression 
in relative soil water content by weighing pots containing pre-
weighed soil or from the depression of plant water status assessed as 
described in Conductance measurements. In the severe drought 
treatment, the drought resistance at the whole plant level was 
assessed from the timing of wilting with respect to soil water content 
and plant water status. Only the longer term drought treatment was 
carried out in the field which required shielding of pots from 
occasional rains.  
 
In addition, detached shoots were subjected to bench dehydration. 
The rate of dehydration was partly controlled by controlling levels of 
light and temperature but anyway was much faster than for whole 
plants subjected to drought. By using bench dehydration, clonal 
differences in resistances to xylem cavitation were assessed. The 
actual level of resistance, however, was overestimated using bench 
dehydration as compared to using intact shoots exposed to drought 
(paper I). This is in apparent conflict with studies showing good 
agreement between these two techniques (Tyree et al. 1992). The 
explanation might be that under natural drought conditions the 
xylem conduits undergo several air-filling/water-filling cycles that 
sensitize them to cavitation due to fatigue (paper I); willows may be 
particularly prone to such fatigue given their low wood density 
(Hacke et al. 2001b). 
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4.5 Cavitation measurement 
Soon during studies it became evident that the resistance of the 
xylem to cavitation plays a key role for the survival of willow plants 
under drought (paper I). Much effort was therefore devoted to 
developing protocols for measuring the vulnerability to xylem 
cavitation. Three different protocols were developed to produce so-
called vulnerability curves, i.e. plots of the percentage loss of 
hydraulic conductance versus tension of the xylem sap. 
 
First, vulnerability curves were assessed using whole shoots, 
subjected to bench dehydration while detached, or subjected to 
drought while attached to the plant (see Drought treatment). After 
assessing the water status using bagged leaves (see Conductance 
measurements), stem segments were cut from the shoot under water 
and, to assess their conductance, attached to a water supply of 
distilled and degassed water. The conductance was obtained from the 
rate of perfusion assessed by collecting samples at the other cut end; 
the pressure was low to preserve the embolism’s presence. This 
reading of conductance was related to a second reading after first 
perfusing segments at an elevated pressure to remove embolisms. 
The loss of conductance was assessed in relation to the tension of the 
xylem sap before harvest. 
 
Second, vulnerability curves were assessed using the air 
pressurisation method, forcing air into conduits by applying positive 
pressure externally to stem segments rather than by applying 
negative pressure internally (Sperry and Saliendra 1994). Stem 
segments were harvested under water and shallow notches were cut 
into the xylem to facilitate equilibration with air pressure. The 
segment was mounted into a pressure chamber with both ends 
protruding. It was then perfused with water to remove any pre-
existing embolism before a first reading of the conductance was 
taken using the protocol described in the paragraph above. Several 
readings were then taken at stepwise increased air pressure causing 
increased cavitation-induced loss of conductance. This method 
produced very similar results as the bench dehydration method 
(papers I, II), as previously observed for other species (Sperry and 
Saliendra 1994). 
 
Third, vulnerability curves were assessed by counting ultra acoustic 
emissions, UAEs, associated with cavitations of conduits (Milburn 
and Johnson 1966). The expediency of this technique is the major 
advantage in comparison with direct hydraulic measurements 
(Sperry et al. 1988). Theoretically, each cavitation event gives rise to 
a discrete UAE; this high detection level can be realised using 
sensitive instruments with appropriately set time constants (Kikuta et 
al. 2003, paper III). Signal characteristics apart from counts, e.g. 
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frequencies and amplitudes, vary considerably depending on wood 
sturdiness, geometry and water content (Tyree and Sperry 1989b, 
Ritman and Milburn 1990, Kikuta et al. 1997). The technique has 
proven useful for mainly qualitative analysis, for ranking plants for 
relative levels of drought resistance (Jackson and Grace 1996) and 
for ranking treatments for relative levels of intensity (Dixon et al. 
1984, Borghetti et al. 1989, Jackson et al. 1995). To obtain 
quantitative data, i.e. vulnerability curves, several prerequisites must 
be met. First, the listening distance must be known; for the willow 
stems this was estimated to be 1 cm longitudinally, similarly as 
reported for other soft wood species (Tyree and Sperry 1989b, 
Ritman and Milburn 1991).  Second, the number of conduits within 
the listening distance must be known. Third, the xylem must be 
composed of conduits with similar widths. Wide conduits tend to be 
more vulnerable to cavitation than narrow ones (Lo Gullo et al. 
1995, Wheeler et al. 2005) and wide conduits contribute more to the 
overall conductance than narrow ones, reflecting the rule that 
conductance increases by the second power of the inner diameter 
(Zimmerman and Brown 1971). Thus, for a mixture of wide and 
narrow conduits, UAEs collected early during dehydration may be 
associated with larger loss of conductance then those collected later 
on (Salleo et al. 2000). Fortunately, the width uniformity 
requirement was met for the willows, as expected for a diffuse-
porous species. Fourth, for the UAE technique to provide 
quantitative data, it appears that the xylem must be composed of 
particularly vulnerable conduits. At sufficiently depressed water 
status, cavitations will also occur among non-conducing cells such as 
fibres and living cells (Tyree and Sperry 1989a). If conduits are 
vulnerable enough they may have completed cavitations before the 
non-conducting cells start to cavitate. Fortunately, this requirement 
seems to be met for at least some of the willows (paper III).  
 
Qualitative, as opposed to quantitative data of cavitation 
vulnerability, may be obtained by recording the amplitude of UAEs: 
the amplitude increased with increasing dehydration presumably 
reflecting the gradual air-filling of the xylem (paper III). A higher 
rate of amplitude rise should therefore reflect a higher vulnerability 
of conduits to cavitation as indeed was observed in paper III. 
Cavitations among the non-conducting cells should have little 
influence in this case because of their much smaller air/water-
holding volumes than conduits.    
 

4.6 Growth and anatomy measurements 
Drought resistance is linked to maximal growth rate by a trade-off 
relationship for the willows (Weih and Nordh 2002). Possible causes 
for the reduced maximal growth rate with increased drought 
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resistance was assessed by analyzing growth and its components, 
thereby assuming a linear rate of growth (paper I, II). This 
assumption seems justified as canopy closure occurred soon after 
planting which marks the transition from exponential to pseudo-
linear growth (Beadle 1993). Root systems were not included in the 
biomass harvested because of difficulties in extracting roots from the 
soil, but this mass comprises nevertheless a very small part of the 
total biomass for willows (Cienciala and Lindroth 1995). The growth 
parameters assessed were: the leaf area to (above ground) plant dry 
weight  ratio (LAR) and one of its components, the leaf area to leaf 
dry weight ratio (SLA) and the role of these parameters and their 
relations are described in (Lambers et al. 1998). In paper II, where 
variation in leaf-specific whole plant hydraulic conductance, KP, was 
observed, the contribution to this variation by variation in total leaf 
area was assessed by estimating the leaf area to conduit cross-
sectional area ratio, i.e. the reciprocal of the Huber value.  
 
The resistance of the xylem to cavitation has been shown to be 
strongly and positively linked to the density of the wood (Hacke et 
al. 2001, Jacobsen et al. 2005, paper I, III). Wood density was 
assessed for stems and roots by dividing their dry mass by their 
volume (paper I, III). 
 
Wood anatomy was assessed to interpret UAE data (see Cavitation 
measurements). This included determinations of the number and 
lengths of conduits within the UAE listening distance to allow 
calculations of vulnerability curves. The conduit length distribution 
was assessed using the paint-perfusion method (Zimmermann and 
Jeje 1981). In short, stem and root segments were perfused with a 
suspension of blue pigment particles, small enough to enter open 
conduits but not small enough to pass through inter-conduit pores. 
After prolonged perfusion, the segments were sectioned at a series of 
distances and the number of paint-filled conduits was counted. This 
finally yielded the numbers of vessels of the various lengths within 
the UAE listening distance (paper III). To decide whether elements 
shorter than conduits belonged to the hydraulic system and, hence, 
potentially could contribute to UAEs, a lignin staining dissolved dye 
was flushed through the cut ends of stems; segments were cross 
sectioned and the distribution of stain was analyzed under the 
microscope (none was found outside conduits). Concomitantly, the 
numbers and cross-sectional areas of conduits were assessed. 
Finally, in paper III fibre dimensions were analysed under the 
microscope after first macerating the wood according to Franklin 
(1945). 
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5 Results and Discussion 

5.1 Water Use Efficiency  
There are approximately 400 species of willows, many of which 
occur as pioneers in resource-rich, disturbed environments 
(Kuzovkina and Quigley 2005). In Sweden this often means 
wet/humid sites, along ditches and rivers, etc. Theoretically, an 
abundance of minerals, water and solar radiation in these places 
should promote the development of leaves with high photosynthetic 
capacities (Cowan 1982). Indeed, willows have high intrinsic 
capacities for photosynthesis (Ögren and Sjöström 1990) that are 
matched by high conductances for CO2 uptake through stomata 
(paper I). On the down side, they have high rates of transpiration and 
for a closed stand these rates may exceed the rates of precipitation 
even in cool/humid climates (Lindroth and Båth 1999). Still, it seems 
that willows use water for photosynthesis and growth more 
effectively than most other woody species (Rippullone et al.2004, 
paper II), suggesting that the negative effect of a high stomatal 
conductance is outweighed by the positive effect of a high 
photosynthetic capacity. Willows also seem to develop a small root 
system: roots accounted for only 14% of the total biomass in the 
study by Cienciala and Lindroth (1995). A small root system should 
be less costly to maintain than a large one, also promoting growth 
and water use efficiency when water is not a limiting factor. 
Nonetheless, a small root system and a high transpiration rate should 
sensitize the plants to drought. A high sensitivity to drought might 
not be so much of a problem in their native, often wet environments, 
but may seriously limit their growth on arable, often well-drained 
land. However, the existence within the willow genus of a 
substantial clonal variation in desirable traits (Larsson 1998, Weih 
and Nordh 2002, paper I, II) and willows willingness to interbreed, 
suggests that the potential exists to improve willow cultivars by 
breeding to suit a wide range of climatic and hydrological 
conditions. 
 
A high rate of transpiration per se does not imply a high sensitivity 
to drought. What matters is the degree to which transpiration rates 
are balanced by the rates of supply provided by the hydraulic system 
linking leaves to soil water. By relating the stomatal conductance, 
gst, to the leaf-specific whole plant conductance, KP, this balance can 
be assessed. With an intact hydraulic system, i.e. in the absence of 
embolisms, willows show gst/KP values (paper II) that are in the 
order of those reported for other fast-growing plants (Mencuccini 
2003 and references therein) suggesting that willows as a group are 
not inherently inferior with respect to the ability to maintain positive 
water balance. This is not to say that this ability does not vary among 
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willows. In fact, it varies significantly mainly because of variation in 
gst (paper II). The variation in KP is in comparison smaller, although 
it increases with prolonged drought because clones differ in their 
abilities to acclimate their hydraulic pathway (paper II). 
 

5.2 Vulnerability to drought  
Although willows’ intrinsic capacity for hydraulic transport seems 
sufficient to meet their high demands for transpiration, willows are 
among the most drought sensitive of woody plants (Tyree et al. 
1994, Tsuda and Tyree 1997). At least partly this seems to be related 
to them being sensitive to xylem cavitation leading to deteriorated 
hydraulic capacity soon after the onset of drought (paper I, III). In 
fact, the willows’ drought resistance positively correlated with their 
cavitation resistance (paper I), in agreement with the view that 
cavitation resistance is critical to drought resistance (Sperry et al. 
2002). Poplar species, closely related to willows, are nearly as 
vulnerable to xylem cavitation as are the willows (Hacke and Sauter 
1996, Hukin et al. 2005). 
 
In the clonal comparison of paper I, the vulnerability to cavitation 
was assessed for stems only. Data are conflicting as to what plant 
organ is the most vulnerable to xylem cavitation. Stems seem to be 
the most vulnerable in some species (Tsuda and Tyree 1997, Rood et 
al. 2000, Salleo et al. 2000, Hacke and Sperry 2001, Chocard et al. 
2002) but more often roots are the most vulnerable (Sperry and 
Saliendra 1994, Alder et al. 1996, Hacke and Sauter 1996, Kavanagh 
at al. 1999, Martintéz-Vilalta et al. 2002, Froux et al. 2003). In 
agreement, roots seem to be somewhat more vulnerable than stems 
for willows, while petioles seem to be about equally vulnerable as 
stems (paper III). Roots are also the most vulnerable organs in poplar 
(Hacke and Sauter 1996, but see Hukin et al. 2005).  
 
A higher vulnerability of roots than shoots might seem in conflict 
with the segmentation theory stating that the peripheral parts of the 
crown should be affected first (Zimmerman 1983). By confining 
cavitations to the peripheral parts, the overall canopy size is reduced 
while the hydraulic supply by roots is maintained, thereby improving 
chances of survival. Indeed, poplar species native to arid climates 
sacrifice peripheral shoots during prolonged drought (Rood et al. 
2000). In willows, the lateral shoots are the first to wilt during the 
summer (Sennerby-Forsse and Zuffa 1995) and they are the first to 
wilt during drought treatment (paper I) indicating responses 
according to the theory. Also in agreement with the theory, lateral 
shoots are the most expendable parts of the willow plant (Verwijst 
and Wen 1996). If, according to direct observations, lateral shoots 
suffer xylem cavitation first, while, according to mechanistic studies, 
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roots are inherently more sensitive, there is an apparent conflict of 
data. This conflict, however, can be solved because willows have 
high gst/KP ratios like other fast-growing species (paper II). 
Furthermore, a steep pressure gradient will develop in the peripheral 
shoots, presumably steep enough to overrule any moderate gradient 
in intrinsic vulnerability in the opposite direction, and, hence, 
cavitation will preferentially occur in peripheral shoots. Still, in 
some tree species roots are so much more vulnerable to xylem 
cavitation than shoots that the segmentation theory can hardly apply 
(Mencuccini and Comstock 1997). Their strategy might rather be to 
restrict cavitations to roots; thereby a rapid drop in foliar water status 
will result that may trigger a rapid and complete stomatal closure so 
that spreading of xylem failure at a fatal rate is avoided (Saliendra et 
al. 1995). 
 
Generally, the evolutionary processes should favour the development 
of a xylem that is both safe and efficient (Tyree et al. 1994). But the 
maximization of both aspects may not be possible within the same 
plant: the hydraulic conductance will increase with increased conduit 
width but the sensitivity to cavitation will presumably increase as 
well. The somewhat greater vulnerability of roots than shoots to 
xylem cavitation was correlated with roots having wider conduits 
(paper III). Short and narrow conduits, as compared to long and wide 
ones, should better resist inward bending of walls caused by tension 
of the xylem sap; this bending must be controlled in order to avoid 
deformation of inter-conduits pores, widening them and allowing air 
entry (Wheeler et al. 2005). However, the correlation between 
conduit width and safety is neither universal nor casual (Logullo et 
al. 1995, Wheeler et al. 2005), at least partly because anatomical 
factors other than a small conduit size contribute to a high resistance 
to bending such as thick conduit walls (Hacke and Sperry 2001) and 
a large number of thick-walled fibres surrounding conduits 
(Jacobsen et al. 2005). All factors combined contribute to increasing 
the density of the wood. Accordingly, the resistance to xylem 
cavitation typically increases with increasing density of the wood, as 
observed for willows studied here (paper I, III) and a wide range of 
other species (Hacke et al 2001a). In willows, however, roots were 
more vulnerable to cavitation than stems despite them having a 
denser wood, so the positive correlation between wood density and 
cavitation resistance broke down when combining data for stems and 
roots (paper III). Most likely the wide conduits having a large 
peripheral area also have, for biometric reasons, a large number of 
inter-conduit pores. A positive relationship between conduit width, 
total pore number and the vulnerability to cavitation has been 
reported for other species (Wheeler et al. 2005). This was attributed 
to an increased likelihood that there is a pore sufficiently large to 
allow air entry with an increased number of pores (Wheeler et al. 
2005).  
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It has been suggested that ultimate limit to tree height is set by 
xylem cavitations (Koch et al. 2004). The increased gravitational 
pull and the increased friction of transport associated with the 
increased height and length of the hydraulic system both contribute 
to increasing the tension of the xylem sap. Partial relief is achieved 
by increasing stem and root diameters (Becker et al. 2000), by 
increasing sapwood porosity and by decreasing leaf area to sapwood 
area ratios (Zimmerman 1983). However, these changes may not be 
sufficient (Mencuccini and Magnani 2000) and reallocation of dry 
matter from shoots to roots may be required as well (paper II). Such 
reallocation will increase carbon costs of growth and, hence, may 
contribute to the trend of decreasing productivity with increasing 
tree height and age (Magnini et al. 2000).  
 
Apart from building a mechanically strong xylem, cavitation can be 
effectively avoided by closing stomata. In fact, stomatal closure has 
been suggested to primarily serve the purpose of protecting the plant 
from xylem failure (Chochard et al. 2002, Lemoine at al. 2002). In 
agreement with this idea, stomata closed more rapidly in the more 
sensitive clones with respect to xylem cavitation (paper I). However, 
stomata did not close early enough to prevent these clones from 
suffering extensive xylem failure already at a mild water stress 
(paper I). Thus, the high vulnerability to xylem cavitation was 
nevertheless manifested in these clones. 
 
By delaying stomatal closure upon drought a higher productivity can 
be realized than otherwise possible (Harvey and Driessche 1999). 
However, this strategy must be combined with measures to protect 
the xylem as well as the leaves to the depressed water status that 
inevitable follows. Wilting of leaves can be delayed by increasing 
the cellular content of solutes (osmoregulation), thereby delaying the 
loss of cellular turgor. Willows can osmoregulate (paper II) to about 
the extent as other tree species (Aspelmeier and Leushner 2004). 
Also, wilting can be delayed by increasing the robustness of the 
leaves, i.e. by decreasing their area to weight ratio, SLA (Lamont et 
al. 2002).  Indeed, drought resistance of the willows was roughly 
inversely related to their SLA values (paper I). However, a decreased 
SLA will negatively affect growth under favourable conditions 
because carbon cost for expanding leaf area is increased 
(Cornelissen et al. 1996). Several of the above mentioned adaptive 
responses to drought are under developmental control of 
phytohormones such as abscisic acid, ABA (Aasamaa et al. 2002). 
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5.3 Interactions between water, nitrogen and temperature 
limitations 
The plant growth rate strongly depend on nitrogen (N) availability 
(Öhlund and Näsholm 2001) which motivates studies on the N 
economy of growth, for instance growth rate per unit of plant N 
content (Farquhar et al. 1989, Weih and Nordh 2002). Weih (2001) 
noted that the growth rate of willow plants increased with increasing 
N content. However, a fast-growing hybrid clone, as compared to a 
slower-growing natural one, managed to acquire a higher N content 
at the higher N supply rates and thus could grow at a higher maximal 
rate. Thus, the faster-growing clone used N more effectively at the 
higher fertilization regimes typical for arable land. This contrasted 
with the efficiency of using water for growth (WUE) that was higher 
for the slower-growing clone throughout (Weih 2001). 
 
Shortages in N and water supply induce similar responses in plants, 
most conspicuous being the relative increase in root growth (Wilson 
1988).  However, upon water stress, part of this effect might reflect 
the need of improving hydraulic capacity and cavitation resistance of 
roots rather than the uptake rate as such (paper II). While the former 
two aspects are associated with increased root diameter and wood 
density, the latter aspect is associated with increased root surface 
area. For the exploration of N, surface area is most important. This 
may potentially explain the observation that water stress causes 
decreased rate of N uptake per unit of root length (Weih 2001).  
 
Low soil temperature in spring imposes limitations on both N uptake 
(Karlsson and Nordell 1996, Dong et al. 2001) and water uptake 
(Lopushinsky and Kaufmann 1984) but for different reasons. The N 
uptake is impeded because low temperature restricts root activity and 
water uptake/transport is impeded because water viscosity is 
increased with decreased temperature, increasing tension of the 
xylem sap. To avoid dehydration of leaves and xylem cavitation, 
stomata must remain partially closed as long as soil temperature is 
low, thus restricting photosynthesis (Meinzer 2002). Whatever the 
cause for the delay of the start of the growing season, each day of 
delay causes a notable loss of annual production (Cannell 1989). 
Accordingly, a rapid start of growth has been identified as a key 
criterion when selecting for high-growth yield varieties of willows 
(Kopp et al. 2001, Weih and Nordh 2002).The increase in 
allocations to roots have been shown to be associated with a 
decreased root N uptake per unit root length with the suggestion that 
water stress affect plant by subjecting them to nutrient stress (Weih 
2001). 
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5.4 Trade-offs 
Several trade-off relationships between growth and drought 
resistance traits were identified for the willows (Fig. 10). Three 
relationships are based on resource allocation patterns. Allocation of 
resources into leaf area promotes growth during establishment 
(Cornelissen et al. 1996, paper I), but is at the expense of allocation 
into leaf mass, wood density and/or root mass, factors which all 
contribute to drought resistance (paper I). First, the leaf mass to leaf 
area ratio, i.e. the reciprocal of SLA, positively correlated with the 
level of drought resistance presumably because the building of a 
robust leaf helps to maintain its shape when leaf turgor declines 
during drought, thereby delaying wilting and the mechanical injuries 
associated with this (Salleo and Lo Gullo 1990, Wookey et al. 1995, 
Carter et al.1997, Yin 2002). Second, wood density positively 
correlates with the resistance to xylem cavitation and, hence, drought 
(paper I, III). Third, with re-allocation of resources from shoots to 
roots drought resistance is increased (Weih and Nordh 2002, paper 
II), partly because of reduced transpiration versus supply rates, and 
partly because it increases uptake as such (Larcher 1995). In this 
thesis, the root to shoot ratio was assessed indirectly by measuring 
the root to shoot hydraulic conductance ratio (KR/KS) rather than by 
harvesting plants. Possibly, the potential error associated with the 
indirectness of the technique is offset by the advantage of not having 
to excavate all roots thereby avoiding the obvious risk of failing to 
do so. Finally, the dual nature of stomata of promoting both 
photosynthesis and transpiration is the basis for a functional trade-
off relationship (paper I). For the willows, these four trade-offs 
seems to be strongly coupled to each other in that the whole set of 
traits, either those promoting growth or those promoting drought 
resistance, are represented in the same genotype. However, this may 
be coincidental, reflecting the fewness of clones studied. In fact, 
some uncoupling of trade-off relationships occurred during 
acclimation to moderate drought: clones that were more resistant to 
xylem cavitation invested lesser resources into root growth than 
those that were more sensitive to xylem cavitation (paper II). 
Nevertheless, the clones characterised by us (papers I-III), also 
characterised by Weih and co-workers (Weih 2001, Weih and Nordh 
2002) and were similarly characterized despite differences in growth 
conditions used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Trade-off relationships between traits promoting growth during favourable 
conditions or promoting drought resistance, studied in this thesis.  
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6 Conclusion 

6.1 Improved drought resistance  
Willows have high photosynthetic capacities partly because they 
have high stomatal conductances. Hence, they also have high 
transpiration rates that may exceed the rate of water supplied by 
precipitation. Because of their high photosynthetic capacities they 
nevertheless use water for growth with remarkably high efficiency. 
Willows’ small root systems may contribute to this by minimising 
respiratory maintenance costs but will also sensitize the plants to 
drought. A low drought resistance for this and other reasons and a 
high transpiration rate may cause problems when using willows for 
biomass production on arable land. However, genetic improvements 
seem possible given the large clonal variation there exists among 
willows with respect to desirable traits.  
 
6.2 Cavitation resistance: a critical trait  
Willows are not inherently inferior to many other fast growing 
species with respect to the ability to supply water through the 
hydraulic system to balance the high transpiration rates as long as 
the system is intact. However, the hydraulic system rapidly 
deteriorates from xylem cavitation with the onset of drought with 
roots being more sensitive than stems. Nevertheless, a relatively high 
stomatal to hydraulic conductance ratio should produce sufficiently 
steep a pressure gradient at the peripheral shoots to ensure that these 
more expendable parts suffer xylem cavitation first. Several 
anatomical factors contribute to increasing the mechanical strength 
of the xylem, thereby improving its resistance to cavitation. This 
explains the correlation between wood density and resistance to 
xylem cavitation. Also, xylem cavitation is prevented by closing 
stomata, a response, however, that may not occur rapidly enough in 
all willow clones.  
 
6.3 Trade-offs affecting growth 
Growth capacity and drought resistance traits are inter-linked in 
trade-off relationships. First, increased density of the wood is 
associated with increased resistance to cavitation, but is at the 
expense of investment into leaf area promoting growth. Second, 
increased stomatal conductance increases both photosynthesis 
(growth) and transpiration (dehydration). Third, increased 
investment into root growth promotes drought resistance but is at the 
expense of leaf growth. 
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7 Breeding for a Purpose 

Since 1987 willows have been bred for short rotation forestry (SRF) 
at Svalöf Weibull AB (Åhman and Larsson 1999). Breeding for 
resistance to diseases, insects and frosts have had high priority in 
addition to breeding for high growth yields. Many thousand of 
genotypes have been bred, mainly using Salix viminalis but also 
using other willow species originating from Siberia, central Russia, 
Canada and Greece to create hybrids. Willow-based SRF has the 
potential to contribute to the replacement of fossil fuels in Europe 
(Mackeschin 1999). By using perennial woody plants, a higher net 
energy output can be achieved than using traditional agricultural 
crops.   
 
Another application of willow-based SRF is the phytoremediation of 
soil and recycling of nutrients from wastewater in combination with 
biomass production (Aronsson 2001).  Many studies have indicated 
that willows, as compared to more conventional agricultural crops, 
extract more metals such as mercury, cadmium and lead from waste 
water and soil (Greger and Landberg 1999, Bertholdsson 2001, 
Hasselgren 2003). These metals can then be permanently removed 
by harvesting plants and filtering out the metals during combustion 
in furnaces. Hence, by using willows rather than conventional crops 
metal concentrations can be lowered in arable soils and the use of 
waste water for fertilization is made possible (Lundström and 
Hasslegren 2003). 
 
Our studies imply that a large clonal variation exists among willows 
with respect to traits of importance for growth under limiting water 
supply. Also, potentially useful selection tools for the breeding of 
improved cultivars have been suggested. For instance, the intrinsic 
water use efficiency may be probed by gas exchange techniques and 
the resistance to xylem cavitation and, hence, drought may be probed 
by assessing wood density. 
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